
EXPEDITIONS 
MouNT RunoLF (N.Z., 9,036 ft.), WEST WALL. May 1954. H. 
Maclnnes, D. Dawe. 

This wall rises some 9ooft. from the neve of the Franz Josef Glacier; 
it was regarded as too rotten to be climbed in summer but was at this 
time cemented by snow and ice. 

• 

Starting from the Almer Hut soon after nine, the party reached the 
foot of the wall at 12.30 P.M. Steps were kicked for 100 ft., then cut 
into a couloir of hard ice. Difficulties in route finding followed ; the 
climbers eventually reached a snow and ice slope on their right on which 
they gained a few hundred feet, until forced on to iced rock from which 
thick verglas had to be chipped and where several pitons had to be used. 
The sun set while the party were in a chimney, and it was dark when 
they reached the summit. They roped down an icy couloir on the 
south, under very cold conditions. After crossing the bergschrund 
they dug in for the night and reached the hut at 3 .o P .M. 

MouNT GREEN (N.Z., 9,305 ft.), SouTH RIDGE. February 14, 1956. 
H. Maclnnes, D. Dawe, R. Irvin. 

The South ridge rises from Climbers' Col on the main divide of the 
Southern Alps. That excellent guide, Jack Clarke, one of the first 
party to reach Climbers' Col, decided that this ridge was impossible. 
More recently ( 1953) the first serious attack1 was made ; the party 
reached the notch or platform some 300 ft. up the ridge, but from there 
traversed with difficulty to the N.W. ridge and so gained the summit. 

The present party left Malte Brun Hut at 3.30 A.M. and had some 
difficulty in reaching the Col owing to stone-fall and hard ice. Enjoy
able climbing led to the notch, at which point the rock steepens. After 
8o ft. on small holds in good rock, a peg was used as belay. After 
120 ft. of exposed cracks on the West face, a ledge led. back to the ridge. 
Thereafter the climbing was easier but presented many small problems. 
The summit was reached at 12.30 P.M. ; descent was greatly helped by 
the excellent steps cut the same day by Murray Douglass who had 
ascended the normal route with a client. 

CouLOIR PEAK (Arrowsmiths, N.Z., 8,675 ft.), EAST WALL. February 
1954. H. Maclnnes. 

This wall rises some 2,ooo ft. above the South Cameron Glacier and 
• 

is split by a great couloir. After a late start from the hut it was found 
that the schrund below the couloir cut off direct access, but to the left 

1 By R. D. Hewitt, Mrs.· Davidson and A. P. Thomson, December 30, 1953· 
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a diagonal chimney cut the wall, intersecting the main couloir about 
half-way up. The night was spent on a relatively sheltered ledge in 
the lower part of this chimney. After an overhang of bad rock, the 
rest of the chimney proved easy. From the point of intersection with 
the couloir, a direct route on rock to the summit ridge was chosen. A 
subsidiary gully was climbed to a ledge 100 ft. up, whence a traverse to 
the right led to steep but easy rock. The climb grew progressively 
harder, and petered out on a great rock buttress. This line had to be 
abandoned by roping down to a terrace from which a series of faults led 
to the ridge a few hundred feet below the summit. 

The ridge gave interesting climbing to the summit whence the 
descent was made by the normal route to the glacier. 

THE DIVIDAL. The Dividal is the district of Norway least known to 
Norwegians themselves or to tourists. It is still very inadequately 
mapped. There is s0me salmon fishing in the main stream of the Divi 
below Frihetsli and some of the lower tributary streams and lakes are 
known to the fishermen of neighbouring townships. It was used occa
sionally as an escape route to Sweden during the war ; but the present 
inhabitants of Frihetsli, the farmstead highest in the valley where new 
land is being won from the waste, cannot recall the visit of any English
men before this summer. It is less accessible than the Lofoten Islands 
or the Lyngen which are becoming well known to English climbers, but 
it is not difficult to approach. Public transport is available from Finns
nes or Tromso to 0verbygd, and from here a rough summer road has 
been opened in the last two years as far as Frihetsli, 30 kms. away, where 
one can see a lorry and tractor and car. 

Such maps of the district as are available were made by the Germans 
in I 940 and these seem to be simply a reissue on a larger scale of the 
original map of I 872. Local tradition has it that this map was based on 
sketches made from the valleys, and its general inaccuracy, even about 
the course of rivers and position of lakes and hills makes the story seem 
not improbable. 

An account of the district may be worth while as travellers may well 
be attracted there by its remoteness and by its mountains. Kiste Fjell, 
Njunnes V arre and Likka V arre are among the highest peaks in Arctic 
Norway: This account is the result of a visit to the district by a party of 
Senior Scouts of Epsom College in August 1956, led by Mr. C. T. H. 
Burton. Botanists led by P. D. Orton, now of Reading University, and 
Geologists led by C. E. J. Dowrick, who were checking certain profiles 
of the valley giyen by Dr. K. Petterson, a Norwegian geologist, in 1874, 
had work to do for the British Museum. Some climbers led by J. P. 
Walker, A.C., W. E. Radcliffe, A.C., and Dr. J. D. Ogilvie investigated 
the climbing possibilities of the district . 

• 
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It should be said at once that the Dividal is no place for the rock 
climber. Njunnes Varre and L£kka Varre with its great precipices in 
particular seem to offer a profusion of faces, buttresses, gullies and aretes 
of every variety and standard; but the rock is everywhere bad and unsafe. 
The highest mountains were climbed and the mountain ranges roughly 
examined within a radius of I 5- 20 miles south, east and west of Frihetsli 
and nowhere was any continuous rock route found. 

For the mountaineer the district has great attractions. Its mountain 
scenery is less, perhaps, continuously impressive than that nearer the 
coast or in the Lyngeii or Lofotens, and the general appearance of the 
countryside sometimes resembles the English fells and is none the worse 
for that, though the scale is much greater. Good route finding is diffi
cult. There is a bridge over the Divi I o kms. below Frihetsli and at 
Frihetsli an old boat, but it can otherwise be crossed only by swimm~ng. 
The tributary streams rarely offer routes as they run through precipitous 
gorges for much of their course. Near the rivers are extensive areas of 
birch thicket where swamp and fallen trees, dwarf willow and juniper 
bushes make progress slow and difficult. Above, where the pines grow, 
the ground is less impeded but is often steep and deeply cut by ravines. 
Great areas of scree made the ridges less attractive routes than they 
would otherwise have been. The map gives no help ; but there is the 
compensation that one comes quite unexpectedly upon rock scenery, 
waterfalls and gorges of great beauty and charm. 

Most impressive of all is the absolute solitude. In the course of 
journeys which totalled some hundreds of miles no human being was met, 
or any sign of human activity except for the tracks made by the reindeer 

. herds of the Lapps and a few rough Lapp shelters. 
There were several small herds of reindeer, some flocks of ptarmigan, 

the occasional track of a wolf and an eagle or two. The weather in 
August was pleasantly warm during the day, but there were several 
degrees of frost at night. There is no need to write of the beauty of the 
Arctic sky at night in late summer ; but one camp in particular on the 
southern shore of Dodes V and revealed the full glories of the reds of 
sunset and the rich gold of midnight. 

Briefly, then, the Dividal will not attract the rock climber ; but the 
fe.ll walker will find long and strenuous and very rewarding journeys . 

. w. E. RADCLIFFE. 

RuwENZORI, I955-6. T. E. Fletcher, of Amani, Tanganyika, and 
J. Smith, of Aberdeen, met at Entebbe on December IS, I955· They 
reached Ibanda by road on December I7 and arrived at the Mountain 
Club's hut at Bujuku three days later. Six mountaineering expeditions 
were made during the eighteen days spent near the snow line. Mount 
Speke was climbed from Bujuku. Mount Stanley was climbed by two 

. 
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different routes from a camp under its North face, while Mount 
Baker and some of the southern peaks of Mount Stanley were reached 
from the Elena bivouac. (Gradings as Vallot Guide.) 

I. Mount Speke, 22.12.55· Started up a vegetated gully climbed by 
I. G. McNaught-Davis the previous August and leading to the col at 
I4,500 ft. between Mt. Johnston and the Trident peak {I hr. 45 min.). 
Turning left, a breche at I4,6so ft. on the s.w. arete of Mt. Johnston 
was reached in fifteen minutes. The ridge was followed to the summit. 
It presented two sections of moderate mixed climbing separated by 
easy snow. Finally a sharp snow arete led to the top ( 4 hrs. 20 mins. ). 
From J ohnston the rock ridge to the east was followed ; there were 
several gendarmes, some with pitches of grade Ill. A 6o-ft. rappel 
down to the col between Johnston and Victor Emanuel. Up easy snow 
slope with risk of wind slab to Victor Emanuel ( 7 hrs. 20 mins. ). Descent 
by snow and rock slopes to the Stuhlmann Pass. P. D. 

2. The Great Tooth, 25.I2.S5· First ascent of the rock pinnacle 
between Elena and Savoia. From the Elena bivouac the glacier was 
crossed and the couloir between the Great Tooth and Savoia climbed to 
the col at I5,790 ft. {I hr. so mins.); a Io-ft. cornice capped the gully. 
After an abortive attempt at the Tooth's South ridge, the col was 
crossed, and so ft. below it on the western side, a series of ledges sep
arated by walls was chosen as a route. The first pit<;h was a delicate 
wall (IV). Heading slightly right, there were two more wall pitches 
(Ill) before a leftward traverse onto the face led to a badly iced 20 ft. 
crack (IV, I piton). The summit block was climbed by a grade IV 
chimney. (4 hrs. so mins. from bivouac) (I6,o9o ft. by altimeter). 
A descent was made, partly by rappel, to the IS,92o-ft. col north of the 
Great Tooth, followed by a traverse of Elena. D. 

3· Elizabeth, 26.I2.5S· Firmin and Busk's route {I953) was followed, 
climbing the Savoia couloir, crossing the upper snows of the Savoia 
hanging glacier where a 25-ft. cornice was climbed to reach the col 
I 5 ,8oo ft. south of Savoia. From here so ft. of easy snow led to the 
summit. Return by the same route. 

4· Margherita, North face, 3I.I2.55. Second ascent of the I938 
German route. From a camp at I4,6oo ft. the face was attacked near 
its centre. A 30-ft wall (IV) was followed by easy snow to an iced 
chimney (IV) ; where it overhung a long severe leftwards traverse was 
made over snow-covered slabs. From there the climbing was entirely 

• 

on snow and was nowhere difficult. Trending leftwards the prominent 
suspended glacier was reached at I5,350 ft. (2 hrs.). This was followed 
until a couloir led up to the E.N .E. ridge of Margherita at I 6,300 ft. 
The summit was reached in 4 hours. Alexandra and Moebius were 
then traversed. A. D. 

s. Albert, N .E. ridge, 2. I. s6. Fron1 the same camp site the lowest 
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section of the ridge was reached at I4,750 ft. by a scree slope. It pro
vided 450 ft. of steep climbing over broken rock (pitches of II and Ill) 
to the first breche at I5,I90 ft. (I hr. unroped). The middle buttress 
had steep rock on its S.E. side and steep snow to the north. The snow 
was chos.en and after an initial very difficult section, there were no 
difficulties to the second breche (15,66o ft., 2 hrs. 20 mins.). The final 
buttress of the ridge was the longest, and initially the steepest. A 40-ft. 
wall gave an excellent rock pitch (V) climbed on small incut holds ; 
above, the angle eased but the climbing was still severe since there was 
snow on all holds (V). There followed a short ice chimney (Ill). 
The steep rock above was avoided by a traverse on the left. From there 
a long section of mixed climbing (pitches of II and Ill) led to the summit 
of Albert (I6,730 ft., 7 hrs.), Mount Stanley was again traversed and the 
camp regained by the E.N .E. ridge of Margherita. I I hrs. T. D. 

6. Mount Baker, direct from the Scott-Elliot Pass, 5.I.56. Third 
ascent of the Ladies' Alpine Club route of I938, repeated by the German 
party in the same year. The first rocky steps were avoided by a steep 
snow slope to the west, which rejoined the ridge at I 5, I 50 ft. The rock 
bulge above was skirted by a series of icy chimneys and couloirs on its 
right hand side. The East ridge of Mount Baker was then reached 
easily by a series of interconnecting snow slopes (3 ~ hrs. from the Scott
Elliot Pass). Route-finding would have been difficult in cloud but for 
a sketch of the face having been made the preceding day. Semper and 
Edward were then traversed and a descent made directly to Kitandara. 
A. D. 

}EREMY SMITH. 

THREE CLIMBS IN I955· Aiguille Blanche de Peuterey. Pointe 
Gugliermina. The Gervasutti route on the South face was climbed 
on August I, I955, by R. 0. Downes, E. D. G. Langmuir; A. Blackshaw 
and G. J. Sutton. Gamba 0300 ; Summit I730. The face was in 
reasonable condition, but the descent was very badly snowed up, and 
we had to bivouac on the way down. This is a good climb, which takes 
a remarkable line. The difficulty is sustained at about S-VS level ; 
even so, it is if anything, only an easy ED, and could be TD sup. The 
crux itself is hard because of the indifferent nature of the rock ; one of 
the lower pitches is also unsound, but apart from these two pitches, the 
rock is good. 

Piz Badile. On August 6, I955, A. Blackshaw, G. J. Sutton; R. 0. 
Downes, and E. D. G. Langmuir, climbed the Cassin route on the 
North-east face. We were fortunate to have a dry day for it; but the 
weather was continuously threatening, and made the climb much more 
serious. It is a delectable climb, on perfect rock ; the pitons are 
almost always secure most of them are in place ; and the angle is 

• 
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not great, except on the cruxes, where it is considerable. However, the 
difficulties are lengthy and sustained, and it is wise to be well prepared 
should the weather intervene. Although it is frequently done, it is a 
serious undertaking ; it is much harder and longer than, for example, 
the South face of the Gugliermina. 

A£guille de Tr£olet. A. Blackshaw and R. 0. Downes did the eleventh 
ascent of the North face by the Greloz-Roch route on August 11 in 
7 hours from the Refuge d 'Argentiere. This route has three distinct 
sections, each of which can be very serious. There is the lower slope 
from the rimaye to the traverse ; this is definitely steep. Then 
there is the traverse itself, which, depending on the level at which is 
taken, can be both very steep (65-70 deg.), and long (the Charlet start, 
from directly beneath the seracs, leads to a traverse of about 250 ft. ; 
the Greloz-Roch line is considerably longer). Finally, there is the 
section from the seracs to the summit ; if the seracs go, this is not 
very steep, and is comparable with the North face of the Argentiere. 
Report has it that all three sections are very rarely in condition at the 
same time ; most parties find that the final section demands extensive 
cutting because the sun has reached it by the time they get there. To 
counteract this, and the excessive amount of unconsolidated powder 
snow on the face, we left at 2230, and reached the top at 0530. The 
steps remaining from the previous ascent saved us two or three hours, 
but we were able to move together most of the way by cramponning, 
and climbing by night. It is a magnificent climb. 

A. BLACKSHAW • 

• 
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